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We’re getting increasing value from the Performance Specification for the SRN, but 
stopping at that ignores the great majority of road journeys up and down the 
country:  drivers pay up and obey the rules, but they’re given little sense of what they 
should expect in return.  Advances in data collection mean it’s now practicable to 
prepare for a step change and treat roads as a public service alongside all the others. 
If we don't, we cannot properly make sense of what we’re investing in, and why. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
England’s road network is a core component of the nation’s infrastructure, providing access 
to every single home and business.  Because roads are a physical presence everywhere we 
go, we see the network first as an engineering asset, requiring good stewardship as far as 
funding levels permit.  But the value of the network rests on what users can do with it, 
rather than on how much of it there is and the condition it is in.  We need to turn our 
attention to roads as a service, to focus policy and operational management on what 
ultimately matters – the service that is provided to users and to communities alongside.  
They all need a better deal from roads.  But a proper understanding of that service 
proposition is also a precondition for making sense of what we’re investing in, and why;  it 
has to become the determinant of how much is invested in roads, and where, rather than 
the consequence. 
 
Users need in principle access to a single integrated network, but recognise they will 
encounter different types of road along their journey.  The current labelling of roads – ‘A’, 
‘B’, ‘C’ etc  – provides insufficient clue to what is on offer.  Expectations would start to be 
clearer if roads were categorised according to the function they perform.  This paper 
proposes a categorisation from the road user perspective into six types, grouped into 
‘Starters’, ‘Connectors’ and ‘Distributors’.  It suggests the minimum standard each category 
should meet if those roads are to perform their function well at safe speeds.   
 
To articulate a more rigorous idea of service, we will have to understand better what road 
users can reasonably expect, whether in private or shared transport, going beyond just the 
physical standard of the road.  The service that people need from the network will vary 
greatly, in the first instance according to the type of user, of journey, and particularly of 
vehicle used.  Whilst the responsibilities of users are widely understood, there is little sense 
of the rights and entitlements they must also have whilst out on the road.  Those legitimate 
expectations will be very different at each end of the spectrum of roads.  And for the small 
streets and lanes that form the foundation of the network, the Starter roads here, the local 
community is at least as important a part of the user base as are those actually on journeys;  
indeed, that ‘place’ function of the road may well take precedence over ‘movement’. 
 
The idea of a performance specification for roads is not new, but it addresses how well the 
highway operator is carrying out its remit.   There would be broader value in a ‘service 
specification’, focusing on what users, in the widest sense of the word, face as a 
consequence.  A suggested service specification would take four facets of the user 
experience that can all be quantified – ease of use, predictability of use, enrichment of use 
and impacts of use – to embrace all the components of the service provided, including those 
impacting not just on travellers but on communities more generally.  The paper illustrates 
each component with a possible formulation of what might be measured, and suggests how 
some measures might not be applicable to all six categories of road.  And, with the service 
specification needing to be accessible and meaningful to users, it is clear that different user 
types will focus their attention on different aspects of the service offered.   
 
The performance specification for the Strategic Road Network (SRN) forms part of the 
contractual arrangements between Government and Highways England, and allows for 
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sanctions where the company fails to deliver some of its obligations.  Whilst the ultimate 
goal of a service specification might be a form of equivalent contract for the road user, it 
would be worthwhile even if it initially went no further than information to help users.   
 
The greater challenge is in giving the specification some teeth:  many aspects of service will 
be outside the direct control of the highway authority, and, with users not paying directly 
for each journey they make, there is no scope at present to reimburse them in the event of 
a shortfall below the desired level of service.  But an early enhancement to the specification 
could perhaps take the form of a basic guarantee, imposing some Minimum Service Level 
Commitments on highway operators, providing compensation for users who suffer when 
service falls to an unacceptable level.  This may reflect inalienable rights that users have, 
rather than service aspirations that may or may not be deliverable. 
 
There will be many challenges on route towards a service specification;  the most 
fundamental being whether service across the network could be reliably measured in 
practice.  An immense amount of data on traffic conditions is generated already, but the 
mechanisms are barely in place to analyse this beyond the Strategic Road Network (SRN).  
But new technologies could transform data availability, such as Connected Vehicles 
reporting on ride quality, and advanced imagery assessing the safety of road layout.  There 
is potential for accessible monitoring of all aspects of service to be a cost-effective exercise. 
 
A service specification adds much more value when placed in the context of the level of 
service from roads that the country, or individual users, feel is affordable.  In parallel with 
developing the specification, Government would need to choose between a number of 
strategic options to determine that level, including:  business as usual;  substantially more 
(or conceivably less) investment, in local roads in particular;  seeking to improve journey 
experience by suppressing growth in total traffic;  or streamlining the service offer to play to 
the network’s strengths.  An optimal package could combine elements of several of these. 
 
This paper is intended to whet the appetite for a move towards a service specification for 
roads, to turn attention to what the network should be doing for users.  It suggests an early 
focus on what the roles of the key players could be, including the Sub-National Transport 
Bodies, as preparation for a first-phase service specification for the combined SRN and 
Major Road Network, along the lines proposed in the 2016 Rees Jeffreys report1.  But the 
longer-term objective would be the adoption of service principles by all Local Highway 
Authorities across all their roads too – and they need to be brought on board, perhaps 
through local pilot schemes first, if the idea is to make headway.  The paper concludes by 
outlining five workstreams that would need to be embarked on to start making a reality of a 
Service Specification. 
  
  

                                                      
1 A Major Road Network for England,  Rees Jeffreys Road Fund, October 2016 

http://www.reesjeffreys.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/A-Major-Road-Network-for-England-David-Quarmby-and-Phil-Carey-Rees-Jeffreys-Road-Fund-October-2016.pdf
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 PREFACE 
 
This report was commissioned in October 2018 by the Rees Jeffreys Road Fund as a strand 
in its pursuit of a better service from England’s road network.   Government had made a 
breakthrough in 2014 with its programme of ‘Roads Reform’ making the busiest 2%, the 
Strategic Road Network (SRN), more accountable to its users and more directly funded by 
them.  But Rees Jeffreys saw the need for wider-reaching reform, and developed proposals 
by 2016 for A Major Road Network for England2.  That report was well received and led 
directly to Government, at the end of 2018, designating a top tier of local authority roads as 
its Major Road Network (MRN) and committing to fund investment in it from the National 
Roads Fund that had been set up for the SRN.  Rees Jeffreys has welcomed that response 
from Government and hopes to see early improvements to the journey experience on a 
number of major roads in the coming decade as a result. 
 
Nonetheless, Government’s MRN programme still focuses on only a very small proportion of 
the roads that millions of users rely on every day.  It is a step in the right direction, but fails 
to address the service that those roads, let alone the road network as a whole, should be 
offering to their users, and what level of service those users can reasonably expect.  There 
have been great strides in recent decades in the concept of citizens as consumers, and their 
rights and responsibilities, but almost no consideration so far of the service proposition that 
should be provided for them by the vast majority of England’s roads. 
 
What follows is an outline proposal for formulating a service proposition, as a basis for 
discussion.  It endeavours to identify core elements of the service offer from different parts 
of the road network, to meet the vast range of needs that all the millions of different users 
have.   This can only be a starting point, and much more work would be needed to construct 
a practicable package that could be understood by users and turned into reality by highway 
authorities.  But this could soon become tangible enough to attract the attention of 
Ministers and allow them to make a difference for the millions of road users out there. 
 
 
The author appreciates the support and steer from the Rees Jeffreys Road Fund trustees 
throughout this exercise, and is also very grateful to all those who helped mull over the 
challenges and provided invaluable advice and ideas.  A list of those who gave their time 
through interviews is at Annex A. 
  

                                                      
2 Cited on page 2, note 1 
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1:  FOCUSSING ON SERVICE – AND WHY IT MATTERS 
The distinct nature of road use compared with how citizens access other public services, and 
the case for ensuring that roads are properly treated as a service provided to the public. 
 
For more than two centuries, the state in England has recognised its responsibility to 
provide roads as a public function.  Over that time, the scope of Government’s role in many 
aspects of citizens’ life has, with occasional ebb and flow, expanded greatly to give them a 
ready-to-use service package.  But there has been very little advance in the principle of what 
the state does in road transport.  The road itself, whether a motorway or country lane, is 
made available by central and local government, almost always free at the point of use, for 
whichever way people choose to use it, and subject only to necessary regulation with the 
emphasis on safety.  So the public sector’s job on roads has traditionally focused on the 
infrastructure, and is only beginning to address what users actually get out of it.   
 
This mindset chimes with some principles of our free society, keeping Government out of 
the personal space of mobility, and avoiding any non-essential controls.  It recognises that 
users of roads are rarely passive consumers, who present themselves at the facility armed 
with just a means of payment;  the great majority of road users will have invested in a 
vehicle of some sort, and in gaining the skills to use it well3.  The minimalist approach lets us 
down however when, in a crowded country, demand for road space often greatly exceeds 
supply.  In these circumstances, the roads provided are unable to perform the facilitating 
role effectively.  And there are three additional drawbacks to this focus on infrastructure: 
 

 It distorts the preferred balance of spend, making enhancement of the asset take 
precedence over targeting investment on creating a better experience for users; 

 It allows investment in roads to be equated too readily in the eyes of critics with 
support for private car use, when it also facilitates almost all forms of more 
sustainable mobility, including bus and coach travel; 

 In largely ignoring the user experience, it leads to a disjoint between transport policy 
and what really matters to voters about the journeys they need to make. 

 
Highway authorities across the country now recognise the need to be more customer-
focused, but it will be a step further to think of the network as first and foremost a service 
proposition, rather than as an infrastructure asset.  Users must be put at the heart of the 
rationale for roads because the network’s value rests on what users can do with it, rather 
than on how much of it there is and the condition it is in.  It is time to put the spotlight on 
how roads perform:  the contribution of roads to the economy and society depends on how 
well the network as a whole facilitates end-to-end journeys in practice, each and every day.  
And we need to recognise how roads’ ability to perform their role is complicated by all the 
other things they are required to do – such as providing the conduits for utilities, or 
constituting the focal point of local communities. 
 

                                                      
3 This applies to all but journeys on foot, 3% of personal travel by distance (or 26% by number of trips).  It 
applies to business users, including in the freight sector, although only indirectly if the investment in the 
vehicle, and in skills, has been made by the employer rather than the individual driver; and also applies to bus 
and coach users, through the fares they pay. 
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Extending the remit of Government into the level of service provided by roads does not 
mean undermining the ‘freedom of the road’, for many a culturally important component of 
English identity.  Maximum flexibility of journey choices is and should remain an essential 
feature of the road system.  But it is clear that unconstrained freedom of movement on our 
roads is an illusion:  motorists by and large accept a complex web of safety-based 
regulation.  As regulation increasingly goes beyond safety to promote efficient use of road 
space, or other objectives such as public health, then it is all the more important, to protect 
the interests of motorists and other road users, to codify the rights that must go with those 
responsibilities. 
 
The service we get as users should not be the consequence of the investment programme 
that is decided upon, but the other way round:  expenditure, both capital and revenue 
funding, should be set at the level that is needed to maintain or achieve a certain overall 
service level, across the different parts of the network.  This will be the service that it is 
agreed users can reasonably expect, given what they and taxpayers are willing to pay (see 
Chapter 6).  
 
A focus on service will: 

 

 empower users, setting out the quid pro quo for all that they invest in the network, 
through their vehicles, their skills and their taxes, and pointing the way to a set of 
rights as well as responsibilities;  thus bringing road use closer to the standards of 
consumer rights expected as the norm in other sectors, including rail travel; and 

 make a more robust case for increased investment, given that road users will be 
more explicitly buying a defined output.  The most obvious route to raising standards 
would be from retaining within the roads sector a greater share of the very 
substantial revenue raised from users, applying it for their benefit;   and  

 help funders use scarce funds most effectively, by making clearer the trade-offs en 
route to improved service, and embed greater realism about what the road network 
can and cannot do. 

 
There are few precedents elsewhere for this broadening of the focus of roads policy.   
Several countries take a similar approach to England’s with an awareness of the need to 
track the performance of key national highways.  ORR, in its work to benchmark Highways 
England’s performance4, found sometimes well-developed reporting of key indicators for 
the major roads run by central governments, particularly in Europe.  European road 
adminstrations are encouraged by their international association CEDR5 to develop a greater 
‘customer orientation’, but in most cases the performance monitoring of strategic road 
networks is carried out to measure performance of the highway authority, not to assess the 
user experience.   
 
There may be greater user focus in respect of individual tolled highways, where users are 
sometimes promised certain minimum standards in return for their payment.  It is notable, 

                                                      
4 KPMG:  Benchmarking Highways England - report to ORR, February 2016 
5 Conference of European Directors of Roads:  Towards a Customer Orientation, April 2012 

http://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/20805/kpmg-benchmarking-highways-england-february-2016.pdf
http://www.cedr.eu/download/Publications/2013/e_Customer_Orientation.pdf
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however, that here in England there is no sign of a service contract offered to those opting 
to pay to use the M6 Toll. 
 
A rare example of a broader approach to service specification is New Zealand, which has 
committed to different minimum Levels of Service for the four tiers of its State Highway 
network (comprising 12% of all roads);  this and other international precedents are 
considered further in Annex B. 
 
In part inspired by that, this report proposes in subsequent chapters a more helpful way to 
understand the make-up of England’s road network, and road usage.  It then urges a shift 
from a narrow performance specification – focusing just on how well road operators 
perform the task set them by Government – towards a more comprehensive service 
specification, addressing what the user, and wider public, should be experiencing.  The 
report goes on to explain how decisions will be needed on the level at which service could 
reasonably be set, informed by more work to be sure we understand what aspects of 
service matter most to users and how that could be delivered.  
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2: UNDERSTANDING THE ROAD NETWORK 
Proposing a sub-division of the network according to the function a road performs, building 
on a range of existing approaches, as a basis for clarifying to users what they could expect 
from each type of road. 
 
The road network provides the foundation for mobility in England:  nearly 190,000 miles of 
public highway, almost all open to all, however they want to travel and for whatever 
purpose.  Roads are in principle a blank canvas, for people and businesses to use as they see 
fit, making possible the vast range of different journeys that make our modern economy 
and society work.  In highways legislation, ‘vehicular roads’ simply allow the right to pass 
with or without vehicles;  the vast majority are ‘all-purpose roads’.  Only a small subset, 
almost all classed as motorways in England, are defined as Special Roads, restricted to 
certain types of motorised vehicle only.   
 
The greater set of constraints on use of the network comes through vehicles legislation, 
notably the Construction and Use regulations, which determine what vehicles can be used 
on England’s roads as a whole.  The only location-specific prohibitions on the use of certain 
vehicles are weight and size limits, where the limited capability of the road requires this. 
 
 
Component parts of the road network 
The road network is a single entity, yet current governance, and the policy stance taken by 
Government, cut across that:  disproportionate attention is paid to the Strategic Road 
Network (SRN), and those using it, in isolation, topped up by a newly-announced focus on a 
subset of other main roads constituting a ‘Major Road Network’ (MRN).  But in practice 
there are no barriers between any of the different types of roads, and traffic flows 
seamlessly from one type to the next, usually oblivious to the transition.   

 
Users need in principle access to the whole network to make their journeys from A to B.  
Virtually no journeys take place exclusively on the SRN, and indeed the majority of non-
freight journeys do not use it at all.  With most traffic being local, only a minority of non-
freight journeys even get on to the MRN.    Users recognise that they will encounter 
different types of road along their journey, including a wide range of types grouped 
together by Government as ‘local roads’.  They will usually be aware of the classification of 
the road – whether an ‘M’, ‘A’ or ‘B’ road – as long as direction signs actually show this 
status.  However, with local highway authorities being granted more autonomy over 
decisions on road classification, the consistency, and relevance to modern traffic flows, of 
these classes is being eroded.   
 
One prominent feature of direction signing, if deployed correctly, quickly alerts the driver to 
a distinct set of roads, the Primary Route Network (PRN).  However, the recent lack of focus 
from central Government on what the PRN is for means that driver awareness of it may no 
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longer signify much:  PRN status makes no representation as to the journey experience that 
can be expected6. 
 
Users are rarely made aware of the sub-division of the road network by individual highway 
authority, even though this will be among the main determinants of the quality of their 
experience.  Governance of England’s roads is marked by the great divide between an elite, 
well-resourced SRN, and ‘local roads’ making up all the rest, the shared responsibility of 153 
different Local Highway Authorities (LHAs).  Users are less likely to perceive a distinction 
between road types at the interface between the SRN and local roads than between a 
broader sense of ‘major roads’, however defined, and everything else. 
 
Signing does not help here.  Beyond the small sub-set of DBFO roads, there is no branding of 
Highways England’s role for the SRN as a whole;  and each LHA’s identity is usually also 
invisible out on the road.  It requires some initiative on the part of a road user to identify 
the authority responsible for a stretch of road should there be a query or complaint.   
 
It would enhance user understanding of the journey 
experience to be clearer on what the different types 
of road are.  Many highway authorities use a 
hierarchy of road types for the purpose of effective 
management of their network.  The ‘Well-Maintained 
Highways’ Code of Practice for Highway Maintenance7 
recommends highway authorities apply a six-tier 
categorisation of roads (see box), in four groupings, to 
underpin their maintenance strategies. 

 

 Motorway 
 

 Strategic Route 
 

 Main Distributor 

 Secondary Distributor 
 

 Link Road 

 Local Access Road 

 
Other than motorway, these terms are generally not used in public communication, 
although some authorities promote (off-road) the concept of categories to improve 
understanding of the roads for which they are responsible.  Devon County Council, for 
example, publicises a nine-tier sub-division of its network, with a finer breakdown of minor 
roads into additional categories such as ‘collectors’, ‘service roads’ and ‘minor lanes’.   
 
Transport for London also pays greater attention to the lesser highways, and the vital role 
they play in ‘place’ as well as ‘movement’ (ie forming a focal point for the local community, 
as well as catering for traffic flow), through its 3x3 Street Types Matrix8.  Again, this is used 
for planning purposes and in some public engagement, but is not publicised out on the road. 
 
All LHAs set out plans for their winter maintenance activities, usually based on prioritising 
‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ roads out of their total network:  primary roads (unrelated to the 
PRN) would typically comprise all Distributor roads, ensuring main hospitals and emergency 
bases are connected too, with secondary roads picking up main routes to schools, some bus 
routes and some main residential roads. 

                                                      
6 The PRN essentially serves to designate roads that make the best connection between a pair of defined 
Primary Destinations.  Primary Routes must provide unrestricted access to vehicles up to 40 tonnes, and are 
expected ‘to be maintained in good order for all classes of road traffic’. 
7 UK Roads Liaison Group, 2018 
8 Table published in 2014 by the Mayor of London’s Roads Task Force 

http://www.ukroadsliaisongroup.org/en/utilities/document-summary.cfm?docid=C7214A5B-66E1-4994-AA7FBAC360DC5CC7
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/street-types-matrix.pdf
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The Major Road Network subset of local authority roads which Government has now 
designated9 is also now to be used for management purposes only, not as a public-facing 
offer.  In this, it falls well short of the proposition put forward by Rees Jeffreys in 2016.  
With no map of the network now being published, the programme will be unable to engage 
users in raising standards across a more extensive network of major roads, embracing the 
SRN too.  That more integrated approach has been adopted, and promoted publicly, by the 
New Zealand Transport Agency, in its categorisation of the State Highway network.  And, in 
its One Network Road Classification (ONRC), New Zealand has gone further and applied a 
Well-Maintained Highways-type categorisation to all roads – national, regional and local.  
Whilst ONRC is infrastructure-focused, it forms the basis of assessing the performance of 
every road in the country, as explained in Annex B. 
 
This paper does not attempt to address what better governance arrangements for roads 
might be pursued.  The Rees Jeffreys report on A Major Road Network for England 
highlighted the consequences of the persistent lack of focus on local roads governance, and 
the CIHT has gone further, arguing that the model for funding local roads has broken10.  A 
precondition for identifying better governance arrangements, though, should be clarity on 
what service our roads ought to be providing.  The delivery mechanisms that should be put 
in place are in principle subordinate to that, needing to be structured so as to achieve the 
best combination of efficient service delivery, and accountability and accessibility to the 
user. 
 
 
Sub-dividing the network by service level 
Drivers know what their responsibilities are at each stage of their journey, usually because 
of robust enforcement.  But they have no sense of what rights they have, of what service 
they can reasonably expect, at any point of the journey – beyond recognising that the 
service will vary immensely by road type.  In order to be able to specify what those different 
levels of service should be, there has to be a clearer presentation of the different types of 
road comprising England’s network.   A fresh approach to defining categories of road should 
form the basis of a service specification tailored to the diversity of the network, helping 
users understand what they can expect on different roads, and helping highway authorities 
focus their efforts on meeting those reasonable expectations.  It should be much more than 
just a management tool for the authorities themselves. 
 
The Rees Jeffreys Major Road Network paper, in sub-dividing its version of the MRN into 
four tiers, focused attention on the function that the road performs rather than its current 
physical characteristics.  That is a useful approach to categorisation of the overall road 
network.  And, given that the great majority of journeys start and finish on local access 
roads, starting the categorisation with those roads, rather than the busiest strategic 
highways linking them up, should do more to relate the exercise to how the network is 
actually used.    

                                                      
9 Creation of the Major Road Network, Government Response;  DfT December 2018 
10 CIHT oral evidence (Q43) to Local Roads Governance and Funding Inquiry, Transport Select Committee, 
November 2018 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/765665/creation-of-the-major-road-network-government-response.pdf
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/transport-committee/local-roads-funding-and-governance/oral/92874.html
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/transport-committee/local-roads-funding-and-governance/oral/92874.html
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Table 1 introduces six categories of road making up the continuum of the total network, 
moving from the quietest through to the busiest roads, based on their function as 
summarised.  Applying the terminology used by the London street types matrix, there is a 
transition, from left to right in the table, from a predominantly ‘place’ function towards the 
‘movement’ role. 
 
‘Starter’ and ‘Connector’ roads are those most likely to perform additional roles giving 
access to frontage properties and providing conduits for utility services;  indeed, the need to 
maintain and develop utility networks can impact severely on the road’s performance, both 
through temporary closures, and damage to the quality of road surface.  Urban streets – 
Starters and some Connectors – should also be forming a centrepiece of the local 
community, and will need to accommodate play and community events from time to time.   
Country lanes may be particularly ill-suited to movement, given their role servicing farm 
operations and the frequently sensitive local environment of the hedgerows alongside. 
  
Table 1:  Understanding the road network through six categories 
 

Road type Starters Connectors Distributors 
Category I IIa IIb IIIa IIIb IIIc 

Function Access roads 
to homes and 
businesses;  
open to 
motorised 
vehicles only 
for access 

Roads 
connecting 
villages and 
neighborhds 

Roads 
connecting 
smaller towns 
and suburbs 

Through 
routes 
between 
towns and 
within cities 

Arteries 
linking up 
cities and sub-
regions 

Higher-speed 
arteries 
linking 
conurbations 
and regions;  
-  motorised 
vehicles only 

                 Place                                                                             Movement                     
Classification 
(indicative) 

Unclassified C roads B roads Non-major 
A roads 

Major A 
roads 

Motorways 

 
Before considering the classification and current governance aspects of each of these 
categories, attention should be focused on the characteristics of the road, its specification, 
and particularly any prohibitions that are applied – this is the aspect most closely related to 
function.  Control of user types allowed on a road is generally only in force at the two 
extremes of the continuum, but where they apply they are fundamental to the experience 
of the road.  Table 2 expands on this new categorisation of the network. 
 
Table 2 also considers two further aspects of the specification of the road which are likewise 
crucial to the service it provides to the user.  Both the highest speed limits in place, and the 
minimum dimensions (width, weight and height) of the carriageway, are more closely linked 
to the current nature of the road than they are to its function.  They could be raised, but 
probably only at substantial cost.  Chapter 6 broaches the issue of raising service levels in 
this way. 
 
The network designation of a road (whether SRN, MRN or PRN), and the type of highway 
authority responsible for operating it, are secondary for the purposes of this categorisation.  
Subject to separate decisions needing to be made on governance, the boundary between 
Highways England and LHAs could change, and there might well be scope for further 
reducing the number of LHAs through combining their functions.  
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Table 2:  Characteristics and suggested specification of the six categories 
 

Road type Starters Connectors Distributors 
Category I IIa IIb IIIa IIIb IIIc 

Classification 
(following review 
– see below) 

Unclassified C roads B roads Non-major 
A roads 

Major A 
roads 

Motorways 

Extent  
(% of network) 

82% (great majority 
unclassified) 

6% 7% 3% 2% 

Highway 
authority 

Local highway authorities (currently 153) Mainly LHAs;  
some HE11 

Highways 
England 

National / 
regional 
network? 

                                                                                                 
            Local / regional network(s)                                           

Primary 
Route 
Network 

Strategic 
Road 
Network 

Major Road Network 

Urban / rural 
 

            Mix of urban (U), suburban (S) and rural (R) roads 
            Multiple frontages 

Mainly 
suburban (S) 

and rural 
(R);   some 
frontages 

Anywhere;  
no 

frontages, 
so minimal 
distinction 

in character 
Suggested 
specification: 

 
No motorised 

vehicles for 
other than 

access; HGVs 
may be 

denied access 
altogether 

 

 
Generally none;  larger vehicles 
prohibited where structural or 

environmental constraints 
imposed 

 
 
 

 
None;  segregated provision for 

non-motorised users where 
possible 

 
 
 

 
Faster 

motorised 
vehicles only 

a) Prohibitions 

b) Min. 
dimensions 
(Width / weight / 
height of c’way) 

Single lane; 
some at 7.5t; 

3m H 

Two lanes, 
occasionally 
single track 
and/or 7.5t; 

3m H 

Two lanes, 
exceptionally 
single track 
and/or 7.5t; 

 3m H 

Two wider 
lanes; 44t;  

5m H 

Two wider 
lanes; 44t; 

5m H 

2 x two wider 
lanes; 44t; 

5m H 

c) Highest 
speed limit 
(mph) 
(varying by urban 
/rural) 

20 20 (U) / 30 
(S) / 40 (R) 

20 (U) / 30 
(S) / 50 (R) 

30 (U) / 40 
(S) / 50 (R) 

40 (S) / 60 
(R) 

70 

 
 
Whilst the classification of the road is the aspect most prominent to users, as noted above, 
it is merely a label attached to a road and can, and in many cases must, be adjusted to make 
this categorisation make sense to users.  LHAs would need to review all classifications on 
their network to check if they still make sense, and make the best use of this simple 
shorthand for telling users what type of road they are on, and hence what they can expect 
from it;  there has been no system-wide overhaul of classification since 1935.  A review 
exercise along these lines is overdue and could lead to significantly more ‘C’ roads being 
identified, most for the first time signed as such, along with additional ‘B’ roads, particularly 
designated in urban areas to catch up with changed development patterns.   
 

                                                      
11 A case could be made to transfer all IIIb roads to local (or regional) highway authorities, making Highways 
England the dedicated ‘IIIc’ authority only. 
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This review will need to be more honest about the appropriate class to which a road is 
assigned, given its physical dimensions and the maximum speeds that can safely be 
achieved on it.  And central Government will need to recognise that the review exercise 
would place a new burden on LHAs.   
 
The illustration in Map 1 shows, as an example, a part of the network where the current 
hierarchy of roads is largely clear and relevant to how the roads are used – but where there 
should still be scope for improvements. 
 

 
Map 1:   Example section of road network (NW Leicestershire) – subdivision by Category 
 

Colour-coded as per Table 1:                        
 
White  I  Unclassified* 
Yellow  IIa  C roads** 
Brown  IIb  B roads 
Red  IIIa  Non-major A roads 
Green  IIIb  Major A roads 
Blue  IIIc  Motorways 

 
* Within built-up areas shown in grey, all 
additional roads, not shown on map, would 
be white:  unclassified 
 
** Category IIa roads likely to include several 
that are currently unclassified. 
 
Scope for revision, adding more B roads to 
connect the larger settlements, and possible 
downgrading of the A453.  

 

 

 

 Excerpt from Ordnance Survey mapping used under OpenDataTM licence 
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3:  UNDERSTANDING USERS 
What key principles we can establish about road users’ needs and expectations, given the 
diversity and complexity of how roads are used. 
 
With the road network being in principle open to all, there is an almost infinite variety of 
users and journey purposes. There will never be one single set of user requirements from 
England’s road network, but it is possible to bring some structure into the analysis of user 
need by recognising three key distinctions: 
 

 type of vehicle – how they interact with the road:  this will be the most prominent 
determinant of what users need, based on the top-level distinction of whether using 
motorised transport, or on foot or bike.  Motorised users are likely to have invested 
more in their vehicle, and so might expect more in return.  This particularly applies 
to drivers and operators in the freight sector, who place special demands on the 
network – in terms of physical impact and the need, derived from laws on drivers’ 
hours, for rest and parking facilities.  The distinct needs of the different types of 
vehicle stand out in the headline requirements of the service specification that is 
developed in Chapter 4.  And this has to include those in the local community whose 
primary interest in the road may not be about journeys themselves (see p16). 

 

 type of user:  analysis by Transport Focus12 proposed a typology of drivers based on 
two dimensions, experience and confidence.  It is, for example, possible to have little 
experience as a driver, but still be (unjustifiably) confident.  This approach need not 
be restricted to motorised users only.  A second important element in the mentality 
of users is whether road use is in one’s own time (including commuting), or as part 
of employment.  And there is also the distinct interest of passengers, less directly 
engaged in the road than are drivers, particularly those travelling by bus or coach. 

 

 type of journey: key considerations being whether the trip is frequently repeated or 
one-off;  whether it is time-critical (eg a journey to an airport or on business);  and 
whether long- or short-distance. 

 
Understanding of what this matrix of road users need is incomplete.  The National Highways 
and Transport (NHT) Survey has since 2008 assessed households’ satisfaction with local 
authorities’ highway and transport services;  it is a valuable indicator of how well 
participating authorities are perceived to be performing in service provision, but does not 
directly report on what users of the roads in question are experiencing on their journey; and 
it does not survey business users.  As part of the Roads Reform changes in 2015, Transport 
Focus has extended to roads its user watchdog role already established in public transport – 
but this is restricted to Highways England’s roads only.  Transport Focus is building up an 
evidence base of what matters to users of the Strategic Road Network – recognising that 
that picks up only one element of the typical journey, and only a minority of road use 
overall.  It has however taken care to gauge business users’ views too. 
 

                                                      
12 Road User Needs and Experiences, Transport Focus, March 2015 

https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/research-publications/publications/road-user-needs-and-experiences-summary-report/
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As an evidence-based body, Transport Focus reports users’ views as they are, and avoids 
seeking to educate users to interact differently with the transport provider.  There is some 
suspicion that attitudes to road use may be coloured by low expectations, certainly in 
respect to what the highway operator can do to make a difference.  This could be attributed 
to the performance of the road being just one part of what makes a journey satisfying 
overall, and to personal factors, such as a sense of being in control and having space, playing 
a big part in satisfaction with the journey. 
 
Users’ priorities 
As well as measuring user satisfaction with the SRN, Transport Focus reports on what 
aspects of the road matter most to users, and on their priorities for improvement by 
Highways England.  They expect the road to be safe – although arriving in one piece is taken 
as a given – and beyond that they prioritise better road surfaces, more reliable journey 
times (rather than necessarily faster journeys), and clearer information on, and 
management of,  roadworks and unplanned disruption. 
 
This analysis does not probe perceptions of ‘value for money’ from use of the SRN;  in fact, 
the concept may not be immediately obvious to users, as there is no direct payment to 
Highways England at the point of use.  Whilst motorists and freight operators are fully 
aware of the substantial sums they have to pay in tax on fuel and on their vehicles, they do 
not readily follow that through to see themselves as paying customers of a road provider.  
Their voice as consumers appears weakened, rather than reinforced, by the bulk of what 
they pay in motoring taxes being diverted to the general Exchequer.  No effort is made to 
engage them in how much they would be willing to pay, for different potential levels of 
service from the roads. 
 
Whereas this sense of rights and entitlements on the road is little developed, there is much 
greater clarity of the responsibilities placed on road users, particularly in motor vehicles.  
Driver training and effective enforcement means that the Highway Code remains widely 
understood and accepted, adding advisory content to a substantial body of road traffic and 
vehicle legislation.  Developing a service specification for roads would complement this and 
lay the groundwork for more of a two-way ‘contract’ for road use. 
 
The Transport Focus evidence relates only to the SRN, and is dominated by use of 
motorways and dual carriageways, which comprise 70% of the network;  but it does pick up 
experience of the 750 miles of single-carriageway trunk road too.   It includes the views of 
freight users of the SRN, and also of bus and coach operators;  these two groups have a 
particular interest in the reliability of journeys, on behalf of either their business customers, 
or the passengers they are carrying.   The Transport Focus evidence base also brings in 
whenever possible data from non-motorised users, on all-purpose SRN roads.  There is no 
reason to think that user requirements will differ significantly on other main roads away 
from the SRN – given that users are never alerted to the change in responsible authority.   
 
But as we move back along the scale of road categories, through Connectors and into 
Starter roads, the user view will change somewhat.  The key headings of safety, surface and 
reliability will remain, but it seems likely that expectations in respect of surface will fall, less 
so for safety and reliability.  The more minor the road, the more that users will recognise 
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that the needs of adjoining homes and businesses must constrain the through journey 
experience.  The local community becomes at least as important a customer of the road as 
do those on journeys, and a lot of those journeys will of course be being made by local 
residents and businesses. 
 
A service specification for roads should take account of these local needs, and its remit has 
to extend to non-transport requirements:  the street or lane is also an important part of the 
community space, and it should be configured to facilitate community interaction, and to 
enhance the townscape or landscape.   Quality treatment of the roadway to meet these 
aims on the scale needed requires significant investment, and it could only realistically be 
expected of LHAs if appropriate funding can be sourced from non-transport budgets.   
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4:  DEVELOPING A SERVICE SPECIFICATION 
Why it is worth assessing each aspect of the service all the different types of user get from 
roads, rather than just how the road operator performs in its role;  and suggesting a service 
specification to inform users, underpinned by certain commitments around minimum service 
levels. 
 
The concept of a performance specification is now well established in several roads 
administrations around the world (see Annex B).  In England, the former Highways Agency 
committed through one of the series of Public Service Agreements put in place by the Blair/ 
Brown Government to deliver certain improvements in reliability on the SRN and in urban 
main road journey times.  This evolved, following Roads Reform, into the Performance 
Specification set for the new Highways England for the first Roads Period, 2015-20.  The 
primary purpose of this regime is as a tool for monitoring the effectiveness of the company 
in carrying out its remit from Government; and in conjunction with the ORR, as Roads 
Monitor, to drive improved efficiency.  A performance specification is framed to meet the 
needs of the owner, in this case Government, which, whilst clearly placing great importance 
on serving the user of the network, also needs to pursue wider economic and 
environmental objectives.  
 
Government should this year be determining an overhauled Performance Specification for 
the next Roads Period of SRN investment, 2020-25.   It should entail enhancement of the 
coverage of impacts, including environmental, on non-users, and of the efficiency and 
delivery challenges.   Additionally, in part because of the active involvement this time of 
Transport Focus advising on the user interest, the service component of the Specification is 
likely to grow.  Several of the existing metrics covering traffic flow issues could be 
strengthened and made more relevant to user needs, and additional metrics on reliability, 
delay in roadworks, and quality of information to users, might be considered.   
 
The scope of user satisfaction monitoring is also set to be expanded, with new measures 
specific to the logistics and coach sector, and to cyclist and pedestrian users, being worked 
up alongside a transformed general user measure in the shape of the new Strategic Roads 
Satisfaction Survey.  These aggregate indicators sit however apart from the more objective 
measures of the individual service components that together drive overall satisfaction.  
 
This strengthened SRN performance specification forms the obvious launch-pad for working 
up for the longer term a service specification for the whole road network, focusing on what 
users face rather than how the operators fare in meeting their needs. To emphasise the 
shift from Highways England’s existing performance specification, it is important to base this 
new concept on the common offering from all roads, from the smallest lanes and streets up.  
And it is essential that it is framed as far as possible in terms that make sense to users and 
communities. 
 
What do we mean by service?  ‘The quality of various components of the benefits that 
users, and those in communities alongside, get from a road, assessed both in respect of an 
individual journey or location, and over time and over a wider network.’ 
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The service specification, as with the performance specification, would be best applied to 
the whole network or regional / sub-regional subsets thereof, over a period of a full year or 
individual months.  That correlates to users’ experience of the roads – a mix of journeys on 
multiple occasions.  Before focusing on those service outputs that matter most to the 
different types of user or vehicles, it is worth setting out a full list of outputs from which the 
most important aspects will be selected.  
 
The overall specification could be structured around four facets of the user experience: 
 

 ‘ease of use’, starting with the fundamentals of what sort of carriageway is made 
available to users, including its basic dimensions and the quality of ride along it;  

 ‘predictability of use’, identifying the consistency of the service experience, through 
variations in traffic conditions and winter and other disruptions; 

 ‘enrichment of use’, an important range of additional features which improve the 
journey experience;   these are not optional extras, but in almost all cases now a 
core part of users’ reasonable expectation from the network; and  

 ‘impacts of use’, - how traveling along the road impacts on users and more widely.  
This embraces fundamental considerations such as the safety record of the road and 
the behaviour of other road users.  The specification must under this heading also go 
on to track environmental performance on aspects such as noise and carbon 
emissions, which might have only limited impact on the journey experience itself but 
are of great concern to neighbours of the road and to the public more widely. 

 
This spread of user interest must be the key driver of good design, which has to be focused 
on delivering all the required aspects of a quality service from the road, and be attuned to 
the local context.  A comprehensive service specification will help determine the ‘design 
envelope’ that enables new or improved roads to best meet the needs of all those travelling 
on the road and living alongside it.  Good design must not just be about new roads. 
 
Table 3 shows a possible full structure for debate, along with initial suggestions for how 
each measure could be formulated, as aspects to be minimised or maximised.   
 
Table 3:  Possible Service Specification 
 

A:  EASE OF USE                                                                   phrased as aspects to be minimised  
Carriageway width Spacing of passing places where road less than [5m] wide 

Ride quality % of road lower than [n] standard on a scale of unevenness (road category 
dependent – 3 groupings) 

Carriageway condition % of road requiring renewal within [5] years 

Clarity of road 
markings 

% of road markings with less than x% contrast from road surface (or % legible 
by autonomous vehicles) 

Load-bearing ability % of road unavailable to heavier vehicles because not yet able to meet 
required load-bearing standard for that category of road 

Propensity to flood % of road temporarily below network-wide standard of drainage 

 

B:  PREDICTABILITY OF USE                                              phrased as aspects to be minimised  
Freeflow capability % of road falling below target speed limit for that category 

Congestion Average speed in relation to speed limit 
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Unplanned disruption 
response 

Extent of lane closures from incidents or unplanned work 

Planned disruption Extent of lane closures from planned work 

Journey time 
reliability 

Extent of variation from predicted congestion 

Winter resilience Extent of degradation of service in snow / ice conditions 

 
 

C:  ENRICHMENT OF USE                                                  phrased as aspects to be maximised 
Mobile data coverage % of road with two-bar 3G signal or above 

Lighting % of road lit (i) throughout hours of darkness, or (ii) during peak and shoulder 
hours of darkness only 

Roadside facilities  Provision of rest and refuelling/recharging facilities, in relation to traffic-
adjusted target for that road category. 

On-street parking Adequacy of road space for parking to meet needs of homes and businesses 
alongside 

Quality of 
information, on- and 
off-road 

% level of user satisfaction in respect of information provided for relevant 
network 

Reliability of installed 
technology 

% time that roadside technology in operation 

 
 

D:  IMPACTS OF USE                                                         phrased as aspects to be minimised 
Road user safety Accident rate – total casualties (and KSI within that) per million veh km 

Safety of road layout Star rating under iRAP programme 

Safety of vulnerable 
users 

Total number of killed and seriously injured 

User compliance Number of contraventions of highways legislation by users  

Local air quality Number of exceedances of air quality limits 

Litter Miles of verge rated ‘poor’ by Keep Britain Tidy 

Noise Number of households affected by traffic noise above [x] standard 
NB also noise impact on users 

Carbon emissions Contribution of road traffic to total CO2 emissions 

 
 
Varying the specification by road type 
Whilst there is a need for a service specification covering the whole road network, it is clear 
that the service experienced on different types of road will vary, sometimes greatly.  Table 4 
suggests how some aspects under the four headings might be monitored only for some of 
the road categories, not for all roads, to take account of: 
 

 Relevance:  eg, carriageway width should only be an issue for the most minor roads;  
roadside facilities are only likely to be expected by those on longer-distance 
journeys, concentrated on Distributor roads.  

 Practicality:  congestion and reliability can affect any road, but it may not be 
practicable to process all the data needed for this on thousands of miles of very 
lightly trafficked roads; and 

 Prioritisation:  mobile data coverage is valuable on all roads, but the investment 
needed to deliver it may only be justified where likely demand is highest, on the 
busier roads.  
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Table 4:  Possible service specification and applicable road types 
 

 
 
Prioritisation should not just mean focusing on Distributor and Connector roads only.  The 
full specification for the road network must also incorporate the service that streets and 
lanes provide in their ‘place’ role as a central feature of community life, in particular to 
those in properties fronting the road.  The majority of elements of this service specification, 
not just those about impacts of use, are relevant to the place role as well as movement.  For 
example, congestion and road surface condition impact on those living alongside the road;  
and availability of on-street parking is certainly an important feature of a road’s role serving 
a neighbourhood.   
 
Annex C embarks on a fuller consideration of each aspect of a possible service specification, 
including the nature of target or aspiration that might be envisaged, and the objections that 
would need to be addressed.   
 
 
Varying the specification by user / vehicle type 
As noted in Chapter 3, the service a user needs from the road network will differ greatly 
according to the vehicle used, and the interface the user has with the road.  Some aspects of 
the suggested specification are directly tied to the needs of certain vehicles, and others are 
more loosely associated with certain types of usage.  Whilst the specification should in 
principle apply in its entirety to each road, it will be important to make it easily understood 
and relevant to users, and that will entail some segmentation of the service offer.  A key 
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plank in engaging the public will be a focus on those service components likely to matter 
most to the main user segments;  a list could be built up as follows: 
 
 
Table 5:  Most relevant service components by key user type – suggestions for discussion 
 

 
Freight – HGV drivers and operators 
Carriageway width 
Load-bearing ability 
Journey time reliability 
Roadside facilities 
 

  
Car drivers – business and commuting trips 
Journey time reliability 
Ride quality 
Mobile data coverage 
Quality of information 
 

   

 
Car drivers – leisure trips 
Ride quality 
Safety of layout 
Clarity of road markings 
Mobile data coverage 
 

  
Bus and Coach operators 
Journey time reliability 
Ride quality 
Carriageway width 
Roadside facilities 
There is a distinction between shorter-distance bus and longer-
distance coach operations, with e.g. only the latter putting weight 
on roadside facilities 

   

 
Cyclists 
Ride quality 
Safety of vulnerable users 
Local air quality 
User compliance 
 

  
Local community 
Noise 
Local air quality 
Safety of vulnerable users 
On-street parking 

 
 
 
Decisions will need to be taken on priorities within the range of service components, and 
where trade-offs have to be made.  An understanding of user attitudes will be vital to all this 
preparatory work.  Transport Focus has carried out, jointly with ORR, research into the user 
view of potential performance measures for the SRN, in two phases13 14;  and Highways 
England has tested user attitudes too.  Both exercises form a useful precedent for 
determining the shape of a new service specification for England’s roads.   
 
 
  

                                                      
13 Measuring Performance of England’s Strategic Roads:  What Users Want, Transport Focus and ORR, 2017 
14 Measuring Highways England’s Performance 2020-25:  The User View, Transport Focus and ORR, 2019 

https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/research-publications/publications/measuring-performance-englands-strategic-roads-users-want/
https://www.transportfocus.org.uk/research-publications/publications/measuring-highways-englands-performance-2020-25-road-user-view/
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Indicative or contractual? 
The development of a service specification will early on face the same question that 
bedevils a performance specification:  how to deal with aspects that are to any extent 
outside the scope of the highway operator?   This will be the case for many of the 
components of service in Table 3 and 4.  The presumption may just be that the set of 
outcomes comprising a service specification constitute no more than an indicative offer to 
the road user:  what the highway operator will be striving to achieve, to the best of its 
ability.   
 
In a performance specification such as that already in place for the SRN, some outcomes 
have targets attached.  Failure to deliver on those makes Highways England in principle 
liable to enforcement action by ORR as the monitor, which might culminate in statutory 
penalties such as a fine.  It would be more challenging to develop a comparable sanction in 
a service specification which could directly benefit users who would be losing out from 
failure to deliver the required service.  An effective and comprehensive compensation 
regime could not make much progress without some form of more direct user payment for 
road use. An LHA could conceivably choose, under its political leadership, to turn certain 
service commitments into a promise to local users of its roads, and to be held to account for 
delivery at the next election.  But this could only feasibly cover a fraction of the total service 
offer and would do little for users from elsewhere.   
 
Reform of how we pay for road use is outside the scope of this paper, but it would be 
needed to move from a service specification presented as an indicative offer, ensuring users 
are well-informed, to a fully contractual approach where responsibilities are balanced by 
entitlements.  However, there should be earlier scope to underpin the service specification 
with a small number of minimum service level commitments to users, based on inalienable 
rights that all users may be deemed to have.  This would have the aim of: 
 

 Compensating road users for sometimes genuine hardship suffered as a result of 
serious failings in the service provided; 

 Achieving a more level playing field across modes of transport chosen by users, given 
the precedent and inspiration of the Delay Repay schemes for rail passengers; 

 Engaging users more actively in the concept of service specification. 
 
Several potential drawbacks would need to be addressed: 
 

 Operating such a scheme would be cumbersome, if not impossible, without efficient 
and reliable data collection; 

 Any compensation payments made would reduce funding available for investment in 
the network; 

 Unintended consequences, such as highway authorities and utilities inflating their 
warnings of traffic impacts from works to minimise their exposure to risk.  
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A possible approach to minimum service level commitments 
Alongside a network-wide service specification, the highway operator could make trip-
specific undertakings to users on certain key aspects of service.  This would entail setting 
an absolute minimum level of availability of the road and progress along it, below which 
some form of compensation for the affected user is triggered.  Possible trigger points 
could include: 
 

1. Road unavailable to motor traffic for more than X hours (higher X for lower road 
categories) 

2. Speed along a link less than, say, 10% of the target speed level for that road 
(suggest apply to Connector and Distributor roads only) 

3. Traffic ‘trapped’, held and unable to turn round, for more than one hour (same 
threshold for all categories)  

(1) and (2) would be invoked only where the operator is at fault, and had not notified 
users of the closure or delay in advance.  Utility companies, whose roadworks are 
frequent causes of such poor performance, could perhaps be brought into the 
scheme, and made liable even where notice had been given, as an adaptation of 
existing lane rental arrangements.   (3) might be activated in a wider range of 
circumstances. 

 
In the well-established precedent of Delay Repay for rail passengers, compensation is tied 
simply to a proportion of the fare paid.  Road users make no comparable direct payment, 
but those identified as being affected by a serious failing could perhaps be compensated 
using a tariff of credits against future VED obligations that would need to be worked up.  
Alternatively, where a failure affects a road mainly used by local people, the operator or 
utility could be required to make a compensating investment in a modest enhancement 
to the local network. 
 

 
 
Why bother – and why now? 
It is notable that no country has progressed as far as an all-roads service specification, and 
we need to understand why.  Progressing the concept would require addressing valid 
concerns, both on questions of principle, and on practicalities.  The likely challenges, and 
initial responses outlined here, would need to be discussed at an early stage with 
stakeholders, particularly Local Highway Authorities on whom this would impact most 
heavily. 
 
Issues of principle: 
 

 “Users don’t really care:  they have not missed the absence of reporting on service 
from roads so far, and there is no evidence of appetite for change.” 
User views have not been sought on this sort of proposition yet, and surveys of other 
aspects of road user perceptions suggest that expectations are currently low.  Whilst 
drivers often express frustrations at conditions on the road, they might not think of 
themselves as customers of the highway authority. 
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But there is an opportunity to tackle this sense of resignation head-on.  Road users 
are in effect consumers who are already focused on value for money in other areas 
of household or business expenditure, and they may be alert to the 12% of typical 
household income that is spent on road transport. Road use, in the broadest sense, 
also takes up a substantial proportion of people’s time.  Information on what can be 
expected from roads would help a wide range of audiences spend that time and 
money more wisely. 

 

 “Even if it could be implemented efficiently, this smacks of bureaucracy for its own 
sake, and would distract from the priority task of running our roads better.’ 
There are many precedents from utilities and other public services of monitoring 
regimes making a real difference for customers.  A service specification would 
contribute directly to providing better roads, rather than undermine that objective, 
and would steer for the longer term more effective investment of roads budgets. 

 

 ‘This expects highway authorities to take responsibility for factors outside their 
control.” 
A service specification is different from a performance regime placing firm 
obligations on the highway authority.  Use of the specification to drive improved 
performance by highway authorities, and to promise certain service levels to users, 
would first require full analysis of the levers that can be used by operators and the 
funding that is available to them.   

 

 “It raises expectations of improved service that cannot be delivered, or could only in 
part be delivered, with trade-offs reducing quality of service in other aspects;   
The basic service specification need be no more than a monitoring and transparency 
tool, without targets attached.  It could serve just to reinforce realism on the part of 
users about what to expect from roads.  Any Minimum Service Level Commitments 
would be a separate matter, addressing instances of unacceptable service only, and 
being initiated by the highway authorities themselves.   
 

 “A specification based on use will inevitably prioritise the interests of the great 
majority, motorised users, over others on the road, and over the needs of 
communities alongside.” 
The specification would need to be carefully constructed to embrace the needs of all 
users, building on the distinct priorities identified in Table 5, and in so doing 
incorporate the ‘place’ functions that all roads perform.  As at present, any decision 
to invest in enhancing a road would be subject to a wide-ranging appraisal taking 
account of all significant impacts, not just those on road users. 
 
 
Issues of practicality 
 

 “This is all too resource-intensive to implement.  The benefits of a service 
specification may well be ‘nice to have’, but could not be a priority for highway 
authorities under great pressure to operate their network safely with demand 
continuing to rise.” 
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As always, decisions will need to be made on priorities given limited resources.  The  
introduction of a new regime would be phased in in line with the availability of 
reliable data, but Chapter 5 outlines how technology is beginning to transform the 
data collection process, for an increasing number of the components of service.  A 
cost-effective way of operating key elements of a service specification is in sight. 
 

 “The more data Government collects on who is using the roads, and where, the 
greater the threat to personal privacy.” 
Anonymised data is already being collected on a widespread basis, and is set to 
multiply (with qualified driver consent) with the rise of Connected Vehicles.  Only 
those signing up to compensation schemes would need to agree to data on their 
own whereabouts being shared with other parties. 
 

 “The comprehensive specification proposed is excessive and risks getting bogged 
down in debate on detail before it is up and running.” 
It will be for those commissioning highway services to determine how broad the 
specification should go.  This paper outlines a wide-ranging proposition to illustrate 
the breadth of issues that the specification could potentially embrace, but does not 
envisage that the full specification need be implemented all at once. 
 

 “The proposal for a compensation mechanism is a non-starter given current resource 
constraints.” 
A nationwide scheme could only be taken forward in the context of wider reform of 
how highway authorities are funded, linking service provision to central Government 
funding and the opportunity to offer rebates on tax or duty paid by road users.   
Initial scoping work would need to include analysis of whether the levels of rebate 
that would be practicable would be sufficient to motivate either service providers or 
customers. 

 
Both sets of likely objections need to be taken very seriously;  the first step would have to 
be dialogue to establish a consensus that there is a net positive case in principle for moving 
to a service specification.    The timing of upheaval on this scale is never propitious;  but 
there is a case for embarking on the process now to use the opportunity of new central 
Government funding streams for local roads, and of the rapidly developing dataset that 
technology is making available. 
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5:  ASSESSING SERVICE 
How the data needed to work a service specification could be brought together efficiently, 
and why Connected Vehicles could be the key to making the concept practicable. 
 
We should not underestimate the scale of the task of collecting and processing all the data 
necessary to operate a service specification.  A comprehensive database on just the current 
condition of the highway asset, for all 190,000 miles of road in England, would clearly be 
immense, and would need to be frequently updated;  the scale of the exercise is magnified 
by bringing in data on ever-changing traffic conditions too – although data handling 
capability has been transformed in recent years. 
 
Much is already in place as far as the highway asset is concerned.  Highway authorities 
regularly carry out surveys of carriageway condition, for their whole network, using 
monitoring technologies such as SCANNER or TRACS.  Many now complement this with 
richer data on the whole roadway, including footpaths, from high-definition imagery;  Gaist, 
with its HighwayView product, is a prominent supplier.  These technologies have been 
developed to support authorities’ asset management responsibilities, but the condition data 
could be interpreted from the user perspective once a suitable ride quality indicator has 
been agreed.  And databases such as HighwayView could be used to assess safe speed and 
other layout-related components of the service offered by the road.  Some LHAs (eg 
Blackpool) are using it to engage in a ‘social network’ with local communities to align target 
service levels for a street or lane with community aspirations. 
 
As for information on live traffic conditions, this is readily available, direct to the user, 
through Google, Inrix and other mapping interfaces.  Google brings together data on traffic 
speed below freeflow for all roads from Category IIb upward, drawing on highway 
authorities’ monitoring and information from Google and Waze users themselves.  As it is 
already subject to a performance specification in respect of average delay, Highways 
England generates internal management reporting for the SRN from this data and its own 
monitoring.  Few other highway authorities at present make similar use of traffic data for 
their roads, but the data is available nationwide to inform a more comprehensive service 
specification.  In principle, it could stretch to the most minor Category I roads too, but the 
incidence of delays on such roads will normally be random and incident-related, making 
reporting of little value to users. 
 
It is now also in principle possible to access a new wealth of data on what is happening on 
our roads, given the steady spread of Connected Vehicle (CV) technology in the UK fleet;  
well over 1 million vehicles are already able to report their location in real time, and 
retrofitting to bring in millions more would be straightforward.  Highway operators are on 
the verge of being able to access far better periodic and real-time information from data 
collected through navigation services operating in CVs, be they integral to vehicles, or add-
ons.   This could give operators a comprehensive picture of the service their network is 
providing.   It would require a separate study to explore the opportunities here, noting that 
there would also be benefits from better engaging the automotive industry in the 
challenges of how their vehicles can best be used.  And the appeal of CV technology to users 
themselves could help put it at the heart of an effective service regime in practice. 
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It seems less likely that Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) would make much difference to a 
service specification.  Whilst the technology will clearly transform individual users’ interface 
with the road, it won’t generate additional data, and it cannot place greater expectations on 
the road network.   AV systems would operate most efficiently if road markings and signing 
were always crystal-clear, but if AVs are to be adopted in any scale on England’s roads, they 
will have to adapt to the roads we have, frequently sub-optimal in these areas.  And it 
would be many decades before AVs were sufficiently dominant on our roads to justify 
lowering standards of geometry and capacity. 
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6:  OUTCOME OPTIONS 
The strategic options open to Government for the level of service from the road network, 
which can be understood much more clearly by having a service specification in place. 
 
The goals of a service specification should be to empower users, to inform them about 
options and help determine public preferences for what we as a country want from our 
roads and how road use impacts on our environment.  Government, central and local, 
would need to implement policies to deliver the agreed direction of travel in service 
standards, once it has interpreted public preferences in terms of Willingness to Pay and 
Willingness to Tolerate (that is, tolerate a range of possible new constraints on road use). 
 
We can identify five main policy options open to Government for how service from the road 
network should evolve.  They are outlined here, in a simplistic form, along with a rough 
indication of whether overall service under each option would be getting better, worse or 
staying the same.  There is of course no such thing as overall service, given the diversity of 
use of the network, and under each option there would be losers as well as winners;  this 
would therefore have to entail a subjective assessment, seeking as far as possible the 
greatest good for the greatest number. 
 
The options are in essence: 
 
1. Continuation of the current trajectory, with priority given to usage of the SRN, deemed 

by Government to be of the greatest value to a growing economy.  Given the MRN 
programme now taking shape, there may be modest additional funding for Distributor 
roads controlled by LHAs, but still significant under-funding overall for local roads 
relative to the SRN.  Drivers would still be paying a substantial sum for the privilege of 
motorised road use, but face the outcome of worse end-to-end journeys:  service from 
the vast majority of the network would deteriorate, and opportunities to minimise the 
impact on non-users alongside would be foregone. 

 
2. Cutting back investment in roads:  users might want to pay less in motoring taxes, even 

when recognising that investment in enhancements to the network and maintenance of 
existing roads would suffer futher. Having become used to them, drivers may decide 
they can continue to live with potholes and other deficiencies.  The worsening of levels 
of service would probably be magnified by extra trips generated as the cost of road use 
falls – so this is unlikely to be the best response to the challenges of air quality and 
climate change. 

 
3. A substantial increase in investment, particularly on local roads, as the way to achieve 

over time as many as possible of the ambitious targets or aspirations for improved 
service suggested in Annex C, as well perhaps as higher speed limits.  This would be 
possible through one or more of:  
(i) higher motoring taxes, if the Willingness to Pay for better journeys were there.  A 

shift here to congestion-related road user charging could at the same time 
directly improve traffic flow;   
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(ii) higher general taxation, or a reduction in spend on other programmes such as 
‘schools and hospitals’, currently part-funded from receipts diverted from road 
use;  and / or  

(iii) a greater claim on non-transport budgets to lift the quality of local Starter and 
Connector roads, not so much as corridors for movement but because of their 
central role in communities, part of the ‘fabric of the nation’. 

 
4. Reducing road use in aggregate. If a service specification is interpreted as focusing on 

the deal for the individual user, not users in aggregate, then better service for a smaller 
number is to be preferred to the same level of service for an increased number of users.  
Whilst more road traffic overall would be good for the economy (as long as each journey 
remains worthwhile for the individual or business) the quality of individual trips would, 
all things being equal, deteriorate.  Stemming or reversing forecast traffic growth to 
prevent that deterioration could be done through a more extreme form of road user 
charging, pricing users off the network;  but this could be damaging for social cohesion. 
An alternative approach would be non-pricing measures to discourage or prohibit 
shorter trips by private motorised transport, those deemed to be substitutable.  This 
would clearly only improve level of service for longer journeys. 

 
5. Streamlining the service offered by the network: a more user-focused alternative to 

simple price rises or prohibitions would be to rationalise the opportunities the road 
network provides.  This could use the categorisation of roads to manage the types of 
user able to use each category so that each road can perform its defined function more 
effectively.  It would entail stepping up controls on access to roads at both ends of the 
hierarchy to provide better service to users on other categories of road.   It could go 
beyond ‘access only’ restrictions for Category I roads by also barring motorised traffic 
from Category IIa roads (or make them much more unattractive to use), in a form of 
‘Beeching Axe’ for the road network.  Echoing the intent of that reshaping of the rail 
network in the 1960s, it would lead to investment being concentrated on a smaller 
network.  But the parallel with rail may be weak in practice:  the running costs of Starter 
roads are negligible and the efficiency gains are unlikely to be on the scale achieved in 
rail.   

 
Option 2, cutting investment, must be a possible way forward, if users’ willingness to 
tolerate proves to be so much greater than their willingness to pay.  But, given the spotlight 
now being shone on service, and a likely strong consumer preference for better service, a 
more palatable way forward may lie in combining core elements of the remaining options in 
order to pursue improvement.  An optimal package, which would also allow roads to play a 
stronger role in combating climate change, could embrace:  
 

 sharing out the National Roads Fund more equitably across the whole network, but 
targeting investment where it maximises service improvements rather than just extra 
capacity; 

 collecting the same sums from motoring as at present, but collected more fairly from all 
users, adjusting how individual journeys are charged, to relate it more closely to 
environmental impacts and improve service at the same time; 
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 extending constraints, though not prohibitions, on through motorised traffic on Category 
I and IIa roads, to help concentrate traffic on roads better resourced to provide good 
service. 

 publicising the service offer for each category of road, and using service outcomes as 
monitored to steer decisions on future interventions.  
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7:  DELIVERING A DEAL 
Outlining the steps that would need to be taken by all key players to establish and then 
make the most of a service specification. 
 
This is not the place to examine the challenges that the various policy options in the 
previous chapter would face, and why past attempts to pursue some of them have been 
abandoned.  But, whichever strategy might be preferred, we should consider, in three 
phases, how a Service Specification itself could take shape, and how it could end up as some 
form of Deal for the road user:   
 
 
(A)  Given the progress already made in specifying performance from the SRN, and the 
Government’s intentions now from the emerging MRN alongside, the first goal should be a 
specification of the service to be delivered from the combined SRN and MRN.  Highways 
England’s obligations to DfT under its Performance Specification should become the core of 
the offer to users in the first Service Specification.  Where targets have been set, they could 
translate into promises to users. 
 
This offer should also be made in respect of LHA roads on the MRN, but targets could not be 
similarly extended as long as funding from the National Roads Fund is only a small part of 
investment going into the road in question.  The Rees Jeffreys report on a Major Road 
Network for England set out a suggested service proposition for its envisaged MRN, 
including consideration of how shortfalls in service provision would be the trigger for further 
investment.   
 
 
(B)  But the MRN constitutes only a fraction of the full picture for users, and the next 
priority should be for LHAs to be encouraged to apply more of a service mentality to the 
management of all their roads.  They must be free to determine their own approach, and 
indeed there would be value in testing out different methods across different authorities.  
They would also have the option of joining forces as they see fit with neighbouring councils 
to form Combined Authorities, delivering highways services more effectively without losing 
sight of accountability to the road user.   
 
LHAs should formulate their own service offer to users – strengthening it with promises on 
certain aspects if they wish, for political reasons – all in line with guidelines and advice from 
local government associations and DfT.  It may need initially to be no more than an 
indicative picture, helping users understand what they can expect from each type of road 
locally. 
 
 
(C) The ultimate goal though would be a contractual arrangement between the highway 
authority and the user, a key step to the normalisation of road use as a consumer activity, 
alongside other services and products.  This could only become fully effective with reform of 
how we pay for road use, replacing current taxes and duties with user charges.  
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Important steps on the path to realising these goals will include: 
 

 The formulation, through extensive consultation with users and other stakeholders, 
of a workable and worthwhile Service Specification, by category of road as 
necessary.  Engagement with user groups could identify some, such as bus and coach 
operators, who particularly stand to gain from a service specification. 

 

 A review by each LHA of its entire road network, revisiting existing hierarchies being 
operated, in the light of the new focus on service provided and Categories as defined 
centrally.  The LHA would need to assign each road to a Category, reclassifying as 
necessary (see Map 1), and as part of this process should assess the extent of 
shortfall in road standard (ie ‘Ease of Use’ indicators – not other service aspects at 
this stage).   

 

 An assessment by DfT of how its role would need to evolve, taking its current 
oversight role of LHA activity and outputs as the starting point for more 
comprehensive leadership of the opportunities and challenges of the service 
specification approach. 
 

 Consideration by DfT of the case for funding a pilot by one or more LHAs of applying 
a basic service specification  – testing how this is monitored and reported, and what 
compensation mechanisms might be practicable if minimum service level 
commitments are not met. 

 

 Early agreement on the role to be played by the Sub-National Transport Bodies 
(STBs).  They should be in a position to take the lead in target setting, and 
monitoring of service outputs, for LHAs in respect of their MRN roads, to the same 
standards applied by DfT for the SRN, likewise in conjunction with ORR and 
Transport Focus.  STBs could also coordinate the composite offer to users across all 
roads in their region. It would make sense for them to take on a supervisory role in 
respect of LHAs’ application of the Service Specification to all their non-MRN roads – 
overseeing the ‘offer’, and associated promises, put to users, and the success or 
otherwise in delivering on them.  Elected mayors may also have a role to play, given 
their direct accountability to voters and desire to focus on areas where they could 
make a difference. 
 

This report presents no more than an outline proposal for a service proposition.   Rees 
Jeffreys Road Fund will want to consider what further development of the concept is 
needed before embarking on engagement with stakeholders, including DfT and 
representative LHAs in particular.  The first priority from that dialogue ought to be seeking 
alignment on principles and exploring practicalities, rather than further work on a Service 
Specification itself.   
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Road use is an anomalous activity in many ways:  it is almost always free at the point of use, 
even though those who drive pay a lot for the privilege.  Nonetheless they are left in the 
dark as what that should buy for them.  With no effective consumer voice for the great 
majority of road use, we cannot be sure if the billions that Government spends on England’s 
road network is going on the right things.  The mindset of road operators is, not surprisingly 
given their history, dominated by infrastructure managers and experts, adept at delivering 
an impressive piece of engineering, when the money is available.  They have been given less 
reason to be concerned about having ‘customers’ and whether the schemes they invest in 
are what users want, and if it will improve the journey experience in practice, in the most 
efficient way. 
 
Government has started, with Roads Reform, making up for the shortfall in accountability in 
the highways sector.  The Performance Specification for the SRN, in place since 2015, is a 
good start, and is about to get a lot better.   But the exercise will still be focused on how 
well Highways England is carrying out its task, less so on what the end customer is getting as 
a result. 
 
There is a strong case for seeking to move from a narrow Performance Specification to a 
Service Specification for the whole network, setting out what users should be experiencing 
across all their journeys.  This transition would: 
 

 Ensure a focus not on infrastructure itself, but on the value that the road adds; 

 Engage and empower users to know what they are entitled to, to complement what 
they understand about their obligations; 

 Lay the foundation for a drive for better service, if that’s what we collectively decide 
we want, given all the other things that matter to us personally;  

 Inform decisions by Government about what it wants for our economy and 
environment from the road network, and how much it is prepared to spend; and 

 Enable that spending to be more effectively targeted, given the better 
understanding of what the road network can and cannot be expected to do. 

 
Working up a Service Specification that makes sense from the user perspective requires at 
least five components to come together: 
 

1. Clarity on the types of road making up the total network, based on their function but 
taking account of their current standard; 

2. Developing an understanding of how user priorities vary across those different types 
of road; 

3. Formulation of a Service Specification for the whole road network across the full 
range of components of service to users; 

4. Recognition of the relationships between:  a realistic service offer;  aspirations for 
improvements;  and any targets and hence commitments that might be attached to 
either of those; and  

5. Systems to collect data on service quality as comprehensively and efficiently as 
possible. 
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This all would then make it possible to move on to determining what service level we should 
be aiming for – which means facing a range of familiar policy dilemmas, such as the case for 
reforming how we pay for road use, and how to improve service from roads even as more 
and more journeys are made on them. 
 
There is an important opportunity now to build on progress with the SRN, and the new 
Government commitment to a Major Road Network too.   There is a long way to go before 
the ultimate goal of a contract for road use is in sight, but the dialogue could usefully start 
now. 
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ANNEX B:  INTERNATIONAL PRECEDENTS FOR ROADS AS A SERVICE 
 
Performance Specifications are well-established for many National Road Administrations 
(NRAs) and so aspects of how well the major highways in a country meet user needs are 
well-documented;  but the data is not usually packaged up for scrutiny by the general 
public, and is usually restricted to the small subset of high-volume strategic roads, and the 
aspects of performance on them that matter to governments.  Despite the best efforts of 
international bodies such as the International Road Federation and OECD, there is only 
limited comparability of member states’ datasets.   
 
ORR, when it embarked on its role as financial monitor for Highways England, commissioned 
a detailed benchmarking review of NRAs.  It found that, whilst data on expenditure and 
network characteristics was easily comparable across NRAs, data on performance was only 
widely available in respect of safety, and user satisfaction (but this was far less easily 
comparable).  A service specification brings together the aspects of network characteristics 
and performance that matter to the user;  there was little sign from this exercise that any 
other country had embraced the concept of roads as a service. 
 
CEDR, the Conference of European Directors of Roads, reviewed in 2012 the progress by its 
member NRAs towards a greater ‘customer orientation’.  It praises the steps that the NRAs 
in Austria, Finland and Netherlands, along with the then Highways Agency here in England, 
were making in customer segmentation to understand users better;  improving contact 
centre opportunities for customers with queries;  and use of customer satisfaction 
measures.  In the absence of being able to probe further what has since been achieved in 
these countries, these supplier-led initiatives seem appear to fall well short of the desired 
change in mindset to ‘roads as a service’.   
 
Recent reforms to roads governance in New Zealand may present the most useful pointers 
to what could be done in England.  Whilst it is only in the Auckland area that traffic levels 
and network density approach the norm for much of England, New Zealand has a similar 
culture and a history of radical reforms of public services, with a strong commitment to 
consumer rights.  In 2011 the NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) put in place a four-tier 
categorisation of the 11,000km network of State Highways into:  National Strategic 
Highways (with an additional subset of ‘high volume highways’);  Regional Strategic 
Highways;  Regional Connector Highways;  and Regional Distributor Highways.    The 
purpose of this approach is to get a better understanding of each road’s function in order to 
maximise safety and efficiency on the state highway network as a whole.   
 
NZTA has developed a comprehensive proposition on State Highway Levels of Service, 
comprising both ‘customer measures’ and ‘technical measures’, all specified to a 
considerable level of detail and with different levels set for each of the five types of state 
highway.     
 
Their structure of seven proposed service attributes may help in developing a service 
specification for England: 
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Service attribute: Sample Customer or Technical Measures 

Connectivity Availability;  obstructions;  potholes 

Customer access Provision for oversized vehicles 

Travel time Speed;  predicted disruption;  incidents 

Safety KiwiRAP safety rating;  serviceable markings 

Amenity / Comfort Ride quality;  roadside appearance;  roadside facilities 

Environment Number of noise complaints 

Empathy Customer satisfaction;  response to complaints 

 
The NZTA has also worked with local government to apply a six-tier categorisation of all 
roads in the country:   

 National  

 Arterial  

 Regional  

 Primary Collector   

 Secondary Collector 

 Access 
 
This One Network Road Classification (ONRC) has been used since 2013 to underpin a set of 
performance measures intended as a tool for use by all highway authorities in preparing 
customer-focused business cases for investment funding.  Whilst there is an element of 
compliance, and customer service is just one part of the framework, authorities are 
encouraged to use the measures to stimulate thinking on how well their roads are working. 
 
Summary of ONRC Performance Measures15 
 

 
 

 

                                                      
15 From One Network Road Classification Performance Measures 2016, Road Efficiency Group 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/Road-Efficiency-Group-2/docs/NZTA160801-The-ONRC-Performance-Measures-Final-Published.pdf
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ANNEX C:  WORKING UP A SERVICE SPECIFICATION       Building on Tables 3 and 4, a range of additional questions will need to be considered, 
along the following lines: 
 

A:  EASE OF USE 
 Applicable to road 

categories … 
Suggested formulation Nature of target 

[or aspiration] 
Why matters Grounds for 

opposition 
Trade-offs? 
(synergies assumed) 

Data source Affect place as 
well as 
movement? 

Carriageway 
width 

I and IIa only Spacing of passing 
places where road less 
than [5m] wide 

Closest 
possible 
spacing, 
adjusted for 
traffic flow 

Reduces stress 
on users and 
risk of 
collisions 

Biodiversity 
and landscape 
damage from 
hedge removal 

One-way flow 
instead could 
ease congestion, 
but create other 
problems 

Highway 
authority (HA) 
own / Digital 
image 
database 

Limited to 
aesthetics 

Ride quality I & IIa; 

IIb & IIIa; 

IIb & IIIc 

% of road lower than 
[n] standard on a scale 
of unevenness (road 
category dependent – 3 
groupings) 

[no road to be 
below 
standard in 
two successive 
years] 

High priority 
for users 

Smoother 
roads may 
encourage 
excess speed 

Some risk of 
more severe 
collisions, at 
speed 

TRACS / 
SCANNER, 
being 
supplanted by 
data from CVs 

Yes, including 
suitability for 
play 

Carriageway 
condition 

All 

 
% of road requiring 
renewal within [5] years 

Downward 
trend 

High priority 
for users and 
political 
concern 

(as above) Cost – 
diverting 
resources 

Digital image 
database 

Yes, including 
suitability for 
play 

Clarity of 
road 
markings 

IIa to IIIc % of road markings with 
less than x% contrast 
from road surface (or % 
legible by AVs) 

Zero % on 
roads not 
requiring 
renewal 

Important for 
safety and 
navigation;  
AVs rely on it 

May 
undermine 
shared space 
initiatives 

None Digital image 
database 

Yes, need to 
consider 
aesthetics in 
sensitive 
locations 

Load-bearing 
ability 

IIa, IIb & IIIa % of road unavailable to 
heavier vehicles 
because not yet able to 
meet required load-
bearing standard for 
that category of road 

Reduce to zero 
by [2040] 

Enhance 
network’s 
ability to 
support 
economy 

Cost;  
unsuitability of 
some historic 
structures for 
strengthening 

Opens up 
other less 
suitable 
stretches of 
road to HGVs 

HA own No 

Propensity to 
flood 

All % of road temporarily 
below network-wide 
standard of drainage 

Keep as low as 
possible 

Increasingly 
important with 
climate change 

Cost of major 
flood defence 
works and gully 
clearance 

Some adverse 
impact on 
landscape 

HA own Yes, crucial 
importance to 
adjoining homes 
and businesses 
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B:  PREDICTABILITY OF USE 
 Applicable to road 

categories … 
Suggested formulation Nature of target or 

aspiration 
Why matters Grounds for 

opposition 
Trade-offs? Data source Affect place as 

well as 
movement? 

Freeflow 
capability 

IIb to IIIc % of road falling below 
target speed limit for 
that category 

Reduce to zero 
by [2040] 

together: 
increases 
economic 
value given 
time savings, 
and ability to 
access wider 
markets and 
services   

Discourages 
targeted speed 
limit 
reductions 

May result in 
down-grading 
of roads 

HA own / 
engineering 
assessment 

Target speed 
limits need to 
be low where 
place is 
dominant 

Congestion IIb to IIIc Average speed in 
relation to speed limit 

To monitor only 
– ability to 
address 
dependent on 
other policy 
decisions 

Encourages 
conflict 
between 
drivers and 
NMUs 

May 
undermine 
safety of 
vulnerable 
users 

HA traffic 
monitors (inc 
MIDAS) plus 
fleet / GPS 
data (eg Inrix) 

Chronic 
congestion 
worsens local 
impacts of the 
road, although 
may lessen 
severance 

Unplanned 
disruption 
response 

IIb to IIIc Impact of lane closures 
from incidents or 
unplanned work 

Reducing 
profile 

Drives user-
focused 
behaviours by 
police as well as 
road operators 

Discourages 
safe road 
worker 
practices 

Diverts 
resources from 
other priorities 

(Longer-term 
potential for 
step change 
through 
spread of AVs) 

No 

Planned 
disruption 

IIb to IIIc Impact of lane closures 
from planned work 

Reducing 
profile 

Encourages 
efficient 
management 
of roadworks 

As above, plus 
impact on 
neighbours of 
night working 

Cuts across 
investment drive 
to improve 
network quality 

Contractor 
database / 
Elgin 

Roadworks must 
avoid disrupting 
communities 
too 

Journey time 
reliability 

IIIa to IIIc Extent of variation from 
predicted congestion 

Reducing 
profile 

Key user 
concern 

Difficulty of 
producing 
meaningful 
measure 

Could be 
achieved 
through lower 
speeds overall 

(derived from 
congestion 
data) 

No 

Winter 
resilience 

All Extent of degradation 
of service in snow / ice 
conditions 

Keep within x% 
degradation of 
availability and 
safe speed, 
banded by road 
category  
 
 
 

Maintaining 
maximum 
connectivity 
year-round 

Environmental 
damage from 
run-off 

Capital tied up 
in little-used 
equipment  

Sample 
monitoring 

Central to 
maintaining 
service to local 
community 
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C:  ENRICHMENT OF USE 
 Applicable to road 

categories … 
Suggested formulation Nature of target or 

aspiration 
Why matters Grounds for 

opposition 
Trade-offs? Data source Place as well as 

movement? 

Mobile data 
coverage 

IIa to IIIc % of road with two-bar 
3G signal or above 

Achieve 100% 
by [2030] 

Essential to 
gain full 
benefits of 
CVs, plus value 
to users 

Cost-
effectiveness 
not yet 
demonstrated  

None Ofcom  Yes 

Lighting IIa to IIIc % of road lit (i) 
throughout hours of 
darkness, or (ii) during 
peak and shoulder 
hours of darkness only 

Monitor only Safety benefits 
plus reduced 
stress for users 

Downsides of 
light pollution 

Possible lower 
speed limits at 
night 

HA own Yes – safety 
benefits not 
just for 
movement 

Roadside 
facilities  

IIIa to IIIc Provision of rest and 
refuelling/recharging 
facilities, in relation to 
traffic-adjusted target 
for that road category. 

Bring up to 
target level for 
HGVs;  
monitor only 
provision for 
other vehicles  

Increased 
journey 
satisfaction, 
with safety 
benefits 

Damage to 
natural 
environment 

Safety from 
excessive turn-
offs 

HA own Opportunity to 
give users 
sense of local 
place 

On-street 
parking 

I and IIa Allocate sufficient road 
space for parking to 
meet needs of homes 
and businesses 
alongside 

Reduce need 
over time, to 
be replaced by 
off-street 
provision 

A service 
provided by 
local roads but 
to detriment 
of other 
services 

Encourages car 
use; and 
aesthetics 

Loss of running 
lanes  

HA own Yes:  parking a 
key part of 
interface 
between 
movement 
and place 

Quality of 
information, 
on- and off-
road 

IIb to IIIc % level of user 
satisfaction in respect 
of information provided 
for relevant network 

Raise level Reduces user 
stress and 
makes more 
efficient use of 
network 

Should be for 
users to invest 
in as needed 

None Third party 
surveys 

Limited to 
aesthetics 

Reliability of 
installed 
technology 

IIIa to IIIc % time that roadside 
technology in operation 

Reduce to 
minimum 

Essential basis 
for efficient 
highway 
management 

None Lane closures if 
maintenance 
procedures 
poorly designed 

HA own No 
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D:  IMPACTS OF USE 
 Applicable to road 

categories … 
Suggested formulation Nature of target 

or aspiration 
Why matters (if 
not obvious) 

Grounds for 
opposition 

Trade-offs? Data source Place as well as 
movement? 

Road user 
safety 

All Accident rate – total 
casualties (and KSI 
within that) per million 
veh km 

As low as 
possible (and 
KSI figure to 
approach zero) 

 
 

– 

None Theoretically, with 
predictability of 
use indicators 

Police accident 
stats 
(CRASH19) 

Yes 

Safety of 
road layout 

All Star rating under iRAP 
programme 

Whole 
network 3* or 
above  

Core 
responsibility 
of road 
operator 

None Increased 
‘congestion’, if 
slower to pass 
through well-
designed junction 

Road Safety 
Foundation 
analysis 

Yes;  must not 
impose 
unnecessary 
barriers 

Safety of 
vulnerable 
users 

All Total number of killed 
and seriously injured 

Target zero  
– 

None Freeflow capability 
and congestion 
measures 

Police accident 
stats 
(CRASH19) 

Yes 

User 
compliance 

All Number of 
contraventions of 
highways legislation by 
users  

Downward 
trend in steady 
state 

Safety gains, 
plus key 
concern of 
users 

None Policing costs, with 
less offset from 
fines revenue 

Police data Yes 

Local air 
quality 

IIIa to IIIc Number of exceedances 
of AQ limits 

Reduce to zero 
by [2040] 

 
– 

None Freeflow 
capability;  and on 
access for all to 
network 

Local authority 
(and other) 
monitoring 

Yes 

Litter All Miles of verge rated 
‘poor’ by Keep Britain 
Tidy 

Reducing 
profile 

Concern to 
users;  indicative 
of wider neglect 
of network 

Users should 
bear primary 
responsibility;  
not cost-
effective 

Planned disruption 
from additional lane 
closures 

Keep Britain 
Tidy survey 

Yes 

Noise IIIa to IIIc Number of households 
affected 

Reducing 
profile 

 
– 

None Possibly with 
freeflow capability 

DEFRA noise 
mapping 

Yes 

Carbon 
emissions 

All Contribution of road 
traffic to total CO2 
emissions 

Reducing 
profile 

 
– 

None Needs to be aligned 
with change in mix 
of refuelling / 
recharging 

Area 
modelling 

Yes 

 
 


